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TRANSAT AG2R LA MONDIALE

Setting Sail For Saint-Barth!

hey are on the
way! The 15 duos
participating in
the 12th edition of
Transat Ag2r La Mondiale set sail from the port
of Concarneau, in Brittany, in France, on Sunday, April 6. Their destination is Saint Barth,
by way of La Palma,
with an obligatory route
by way of the Canary
Islands. After a final
weather briefing and a
final farewell on the
pontoons, the sailors left
the starting line at 1pm
(7am in Saint Barth), for
a short itinerary in the
bay of Concarneau,

T

before hitting the open
seas.

The winners from 2012,
Gildas Morvan and Charlie Dalin (Cercle Vert)
had a great start, but as of
the first night, the competitors ran into rather
aggressive weather conditions with winds from
the south-southeast blowing between 20 to 25
knots, with gusts up to 40
knots and swells as high
as three meters. Yet the
biggest challenge was a
cold front and the associated perturbations. In
these conditions, the
biggest challenge for the

On Sunday, April 6, the 15 duos in the
12th annual edition de la Transat Ag2r
La Mondiale set sail from Concarneau. Their destination is Saint-Barth,
where they are expected after three
weeks of sailing. As of the first night,
the sailors met with challenging weather conditions. The first serious causality was that of Gildas Morvan and
Charlie Dalin (Cercle Vert)—the winners in 2012—lost their mast, and had
to abandon the race.
skippers was when to (Safran-Guy Cotten), and
successfully tack as they Nicolas Lunven and Eric
headed toward Cap Finis- Péron (Generali)—were
terre, in Galicia, at the sailing so closely togethextreme northwest coast er at the start of the week
of Spain, as the goal is to that it looks like there
head me north west of could be a close finish
Spain. “It is not good to when the boats reach
invest too far to the west, Saint Barth.
as the goal is to head
south as quickly as possi- The 14 remaining duos
ble,” says Corentin Hore- sailing on single-hull
au, sailing with Michel Figaro Bénéteaus are
Desjoyeaux aboard Bre- expected in Saint Barth
tagne–Crédit Mutuel Per- after three weeks of sailformance.
ing. The Transat Ag2r
La Mondiale attacks
Faced with strong seas, some of the top names in
the leading duo of Cercle ocean racing, such as
Vert lost their mast just Armel Le Cleac’h, the
55 miles from the coast only double winner of
of Brittany, at about the event to date, as well
1:15am on Monday as top sailors such as
(9:15am on Sunday in Michel Desjoyeaux (BreSaint Barth), as they tried tagne–Crédit Mutuel Perto adjust their sails to the formance), Jean Le Cam
wind. Gildas Morvan and (sailing with Gildas
Charlie Dalin were Mahé on Interface Conforced to head back to cept), and Eric Péron
shore using their motor, (teamed with Nicolas
and sadly abandon the Lunven on Generali). As
race. Early leaders— a result the competition is
Erwan Tabarly and very high this year for a
Thierry Chabagny (Gedi- race that will be a pasmat), Gwenolé Gahinet sionate battle right to the
and Paul Meilhat finish line!
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70 BOATS EXPECTED FOR
LES VOILES DE ST-BARTH
expected. The 70 entries will be
divided into six categories: Maxis,
IRC 52, Spinnaker, Non Spinnaker, Multi-hull, and Melges 24.
aint Barth is one of the epicenters for regattas in the
Caribbean. For example,
the elegant sailboats in the Bucket
no sooner headed for home than
the participants in the Transat Ag2r
La Mondiale set sail for the island
from France with an anticipated
arrival within three weeks. In the
meantime, the fifth anniversary
edition of Les Voiles de St Barth
kicks off on Monday, April 14,
with a record number of boats

S

After the race village opens on
Monday, regattas will take place
on Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday,
and Saturday, with a day off on
Thursday, when the crews can
relax. On Saturday night, the final
awards ceremony will take place
on the Quai du Général de Gaulle
in Gustavia, along with a fireworks
display. Special events and concerts are planned throughout the
week, including a special gala
soiree planning in support of the
Brain & Spine Institute (ICM) in
Paris, a foundation created and
presided by professor Gérard Sail-

lant. The Institute’s goal is to
understand the causes and complexities of such major diseases of
the nervous system as Alzheimer’s
or Parkinson’s, in order to develop
specific new treatments.
As official patron of Les Voiles
this year, Saillant will be in Saint
Barth on Wednesday, April 16 to
explain the goals of the foundation
during the gala soiree to be held at
the Eden Rock–St Barths. The
evening includes an auction starting at 7pm, under the hammer of
official auctioneer Alexander
Gilkes, one of the founders of the
online auction site Paddle8
(www.paddle8.com), where it will
be possible to make bids for this
auction. More informations page 6.
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LES VOILES DE SAINT-BARTH:

“AN IMPORTANT CAUSE
FOR THE FIFTH ANNIVERSARY”
The 5th edition of Les Voiles
de Saint-Barth kicks off on
Monday, April 14, with registrations at the race village,
with a week of regattas plus
special events on the dock.
This year the organizers have
aligned their efforts to help a
good cause by raising funds
for the Brain And Spine Institute (ICM). An interview with
François Tolède, director of
the event, and Luc Poupon,
race director:
Luc Poupon & François Tolède

Les Voiles de Saint-Barth sets
sails in a few days. How are
things lining up for this special
fifth anniversary edition of the
regatta?
François Tolède: For our fifth
anniversary, we are supporting a
humanitarian cause that is dear to
our hearts. In collaboration with
the Collectivité, we are raising
funds for the Brain and Spine
Institute (ICM) that does research
on nervous systems disorders such
as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s
disease, in the quest for cures. The
president of the ICM Foundation,
professor Gérard Saillant, is the
official patron of Les Voiles de
Saint-Barth this year, along with
Jean Todt, the former manager of
the Ferrari racecar stable and vice
president of the ICM. Professor
Saillant will be in Saint Barth to
explain the goals of the foundation. This will be a great opportunity for the population of Saint
Barth—individuals and businesses—to support this cause that is so
important today.

With this in mind, you are organizing a gala soiree.
When will this be held?
Yes, to help support this cause, we
are organizing a gala soiree
presided by Bruno Magras, on the
evening of Wednesday, April 16
at the Eden Rock-St Barths, with
an auction to benefit the ICM.
Professor Saillant will present the
goals of the foundation at that
time. We have succeeded in raising awareness among international sports stars, which have offered
unique items for the auction. I am
especially thinking of the Citroen
driving suit donated by Sébastien
Loeb, world rally champion. Or
the Nike polo shirt signed by
Rafael Nadal. Or Olivier Giroud’s
jersey signed by the entire Arsenal
team. There will also be exceptional lots up for auction such as a
magnum of Pétrus 1982, and three
boxes of limited edition Veuve
Clicquot Jéroboams Ferrari. Plus
stays in five-star hotels in Saint
Barth and in Thailand.

In terms of the regatta, how is the
fifth anniversary of Voiles shaping up?
Luc Poupon: The roster is getting
stronger and stronger in all of the
classes, but especially in terms of
the Maxis—eight are expected—
and Multi-hulls—with 10 on the
list. A total of 70 boats are preregistered, or 11 more than last
year.
Close to 1,000 sailors will gather
in Saint Barth. They will benefit
from exciting new race itineraries
that will be selected in relation to
the weather conditions. Two races
will be planned daily according to
the forecast. Les Voiles de SaintBarth is also a convivial race village, open to everyone with special events daily awards ceremonies, concerts, and videos of
the races.

Five years ago, did you imagine
you were on your way to a fifth
edition?
François Tolède: Let’s just say
that in the beginning, nothing
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was a sure bet. We wanted to create a
quality event accessible to everyone.
Today we have a higher-level of
competition. Once again this year we
have some very renowned sailors.
What all of the participants have in
common is their passion for sailing,
and their love of Saint Barthélemy, as
the key to our success is a sense of
conviviality. The crews like to come
here since they know that can also
enjoy the beaches, gourmet dining,
and fine wines. And we must thank
all of our sponsors, of which the
regatta has many. I also have to thank
our service providers and volunteers.
It is not so easy today to find people
who are able to give so much of their
time. I think they do it because they
enjoy this event. The success of Les
Voiles de Saint-Barth is made possible by the professionalism of everyone involved. That is something
important to remember.
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A GALA SOIRÉE
FOR A GOOD CAUSE
The organizers of Les Voiles de
Saint-Barth, in collaboration with the
Collectivité, has decided this year to
support the scientific goals of the
Brain and Spine Institute (ICM) in
Paris, a foundation created and
presided by professor Gérard Saillant. Their goal is to seek new treatments and possible cures for
diseases of the nervous system such as Alzheimer’s and
Parkinson’s. Saillant will be in Saint Barth on Wednesday,
April 16 to explain the goals of the foundation during a gala
soiree to be held at the Eden Rock–St Barths. The gala
includes an auction starting at 7pm, under the hammer of auctioneer Alexander Gilkes, one of the founders of the online
auction site Paddle8 (www.paddle8.com), where it will be possible to make bids for this auction.
Reservations can be made with the concierge
at Eden Rock By calling 05 90 29 79 99,
or via email: restaurants@edenrockhotel.com.
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ART ACCENTED IN NEW
SAINT BARTH TRADEMARK
LAUNCHED ON MARCH 30
he name ‘Saint Barth’
embraced
by
two
arabesques evoking the silhouette of a pelican, with the three
letters ART in bold, comprises the
new logo that will be used to help
promote the destination of Saint
Barthélemy. The Tourism Committee (CTTSB) will use it, as
well as local professionals and
businesses desiring to identify
with this “banner,” to pick up on
an expression used by Nils Dufau,
vice president of the Collectivity
and president of the CTTSB. The
new logo for Saint Barthélemy
was first presented during the
awards ceremony of the St Barth
Bucket Regatta, on Sunday,
March 30, in front of town hall.

T

The goal of the new trademark is
to employ a strong graphic identity as a marketing tool to better
identify the island and its assets,
as is the case for countries such as
Brazil, cities such as Madrid or
Montpellier, or a region such as
Brittany. More precisely, the logo
is designed to help the destination
of Saint Barth distinguish itself
from the competition, especially
in terms of potential investors or
guests, as there are other high-end
tourist destinations than Saint
Barth. Of course, Saint Barth
enjoys the proximity to the United
States and benefits from a large
number of American tourists, but
there are other destinations such
as the Seychelles, the Maldives,
Mauritius Island, and others, that
are attractive, so that beautiful
beaches with fine sand and sun all
year long are not enough to make
a destination stand out.

To differentiate the island from
other destinations, “It seemed necessary to reinforce our image, and
to have a precise positioning,”
notes Dufau. The new logo and
trademark were developed in collaboration with the marketing
consulting firm, K Consulting,
with the idea of promoting the
idea of art. “Until now, ‘The art of
being an island’ has been the slogan of the Tourisme Committee.
Going forward, we will promote
art, such as the art of a lifestyle,”
indicates Inès Bouchaut-Choisy,
director of the CTTSB.
The island promotes a French
lifestyle, mixed with a Caribbean
essence. This is especially true for
fine dining, as in Saint Barth,
where culinary excellence is an
asset. In this light, the CTTSB
has launched The Taste of Saint
Barth, a food festival in the fall
that will build on the success of a
pilot edition last November. The
idea is to invite acclaimed chefs,
such as those with Michelin stars,
from France or Sweden, for example, to work in kitchens across the

island to create gourmet menus.

In addition to promoting the art of
a lifestyle, the goal is to promote
art, strictly speaking, in order to
help distinguish Saint Barth from
other destinations. In this domain,
however, there is still a lot to
develop. “There are already a certain number of cultural events on
the island, including a music festival, a book festival, a Caribbean
film festival,” notes BouchautChoisy. “By taking this new
direction, the goal is to help these
events to grow,” she adds.

Among other new projects is one
dedicated to contemporary art
every December, in the same vein
as the popular Art Basel event in
Miami. This is in keeping with the
clientele of Saint Barth, as seen by
the fact that art dealer and gallery
owner Larry Gagosian has been
organizing exhibits in Saint Barth
for some of his artists, between
Christmas and New Year.
This new positioning is not simply
a question of marketing.
../..
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It supposes that
the Collectivité will adopt a
true cultural policy. An
example of this was voted
in effect by the territorial
council at their meeting on
Monday, March 31, when
they increased the possibility of temporary admission
onto the island for works of
art, allowing them to be
exonerated of import duties
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if they are not sold, and
eventually leave the island,
This will help facilitate the
planning of art exhibits in
the future.
The new logo for
Saint Barthélemy was first
presented during the
awards ceremony of the
St Barth Bucket Regatta,
on Sunday, March 30, in
front of town hall.

HOLY WEEK 2104:

NEWS FROM THE ANGLICAN CHURCH
oly Week at the
Anglican
Church begins
on Palm Sunday with
the celebration of
Jesus being welcomed
into
Jerusalem
by
crowds of people
waving palms. The
Church will be gloriously decorated
with local palm fronds provided by
the Romney family, and which can
be taken home after the service. On
Tuesday evening, a Taizé Service
will take place in the candlelit
Church at 7pm, with 25 minutes of
chanting and silence to allow us to
time for our own personal prayer
and meditation.

H

On Holy Thursday, a Eucharistic

Service will be held at
6.30pm in the intimate surroundings of
the Church Centre to
reflect more closely
Christ’s Last Supper, when he shared
the bread and wine
with his disciples. There
will be a service at 11am on
Good Friday— an hour before the
Holy Cross with Scripture readings
and Hymns. On Easter Sunday we
will celebrate one of the most important events in the Church calendar, the
Risen Christ, with our traditional Sunday Eucharist at 9am, accompanied by
the Chorale de Bons Choeurs. Our
annual Easter drinks and canapés will
be served in the Church Garden after
the service, with an Easter Egg Hunt
for children (of all ages!). We hope
you can join us for
some or all of these
important services.
During Holy Week, on
Monday and Wednesday at 6.30pm, there
will also be meeting in
the Church Centre.
This is an opportunity
to take time to meditate and reflect on
Jesus’ story as it
unfolds during Holy
Week.

HOLY WEEK SCHEDULE
PALM SUNDAY:

April 13 at 9am:
A service to mark Christ's
arrival into Jerusalem

SPIRITUAL REFLECTION:

Monday, April 14 & 16
Wednesday, April 15 at
6.30pm: A time for meditation during Holy Week

TAIZE SERVICE:

Tuesday, April 16 at
7pm: A candlelit setting
for peaceful prayer and
meditation

HOLY THURSDAY: April 17
at 6.30pm: The Last Supper Eucharist, held in the
Church Centre

GOOD FRIDAY: April 18 at

11am: Good Friday Service in front of the Cross

EASTER SUNDAY: April 20

at 9am: Service of Easter
Celebration, followed by
drinks and canapés and an
‘Egg Hunt’ in the garden
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MISS SAINT BARTH TO PARTICIPATE
IN MISS WORLD CONTEST
he next successor to
Tifany Lédée and
Alizée Delemazure as
Miss Saint Barth will be able
to participate in the Miss
World competition. The association Miss Saint Barth,
whose president is Maryse
Berry-Chinon, was given permission to do so by the group
that selects candidates from
the Caribbean region. It probably wasn’t too difficult to
persuade David and Moana
Saran Luu, the directors of that
group, as they love the island and
called their organization St Barts
Queen, when they created it several years ago. In 2011, they already
presented a candidate from Saint
Barthélemy in the Miss World
competition: Johanna Sansano,
first runner-up to Tifany Lédée.
During the finals at Earl’s Court in
London, Sansano did a great job
and took 17th place, which was
the best performance of all of the
French candidates in the 60th edition of the pageant.

“To represent Saint Barthélemy, we hope to present not
only an image of beauty, but
even more,” explains BerryChinon. “Most of the candidates are still students and we
want to help them prepare for
a professional career, by
developing additional qualities,” adds the president of the
association.

T

The Miss World pageant is unique
as it is open to candidates from
numerous territories, even those
that are not independent, which is
the case for Saint Barth and Tahiti,

Since a good address book is
always useful, the Miss Saint
Barth association hopes to create a
local branch of the Junior Chamber International (JCI), a global
volunteer organization comprised
of 200,000 young women and
men, aged 18 to 40 years, with
absolutely neutral political and
religious views. Plus professionals
and business leaders, as well as
eminent celebrities, who take part
in this organization that is part of
other international entities such as
the United Nations, UNESCO,
The next Miss Saint Barth will and UNICEF.
wear her crown for a two-year
term, following her election on A casting call for
August 9, 2014. Candidates can Miss Saint Barth 2014-2015
already apply, as long as they are will be held on Wednesday,
between the ages of 17 and 22, April 16, from 2:30pm-5:30pm.
measure at least 5.5”, and not have To participate,
any visible piercings or tattoos. call 06 90 56 59 59.
for example. Presented for the first
time as the candidate of the Miss
Saint Barth association, the young
woman representing Saint
Barthélemy will rub shoulders
with the future Miss France, or her
first runner-up, and maybe even
do better than they will at the election of Miss World 2014, once
again in London, in November.
“Or maybe next year to have more
time to prepare,” says Berry-Chinon.

In 2011, they presented a candidate from Saint Barthélemy in the Miss World competition: Johanna
Sansano, first runner-up to Tifany Lédée.
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SAINT-BARTH ESSENTIEL PHOTO COMPETITION
or the 4th consecutive year,
the non-profit organization
Saint-Barth Essentiel is
holding a photo competition open
to everyone. The theme this year:
“Cultural Heritage and Natural
Heritage of Saint-Barthélemy:
Intertwined Relationships.” This is
a variation of the theme “Cultural
Heritage, Natural Heritage,” as
announced for the 2014 European
Heritage Days, scheduled for next
September. The goal of the competition is to illustrate “how our natural and cultural heritage interact to
form a cultural landscape, consisting of the combined efforts of man
and nature, expressing a long and
intimate relationship of the population with its environment.” The
participants are also invited to look
into traditional techniques and
knowledge “that reflect this her-

F

itage in a natural environment.”
To participate, send an email to
stbarthessentiel@yahoo.fr to
receive the rules of the competition
as well as the registration form,
which should be completed,
signed, and returned. Each participant should submit one or more
photos (three maximum) accompanied by a caption that explains each
image (the association can help
you edit your images if need be).
NOTE: The captions are obligatory
and photos will not be considered
without them. The deadline for
submissions is April 30, 2014. To
send by email send to:
stbarthessentiel@yahoo.fr; via the
post office: Association St Barth
Essentiel, BP 1032, 97012 SaintBarthélemy cedex. Submissions
can also be dropped off at the
tourist office in Gustavia.

The winner of last year’s St Barth
Essentiel photo competition was
Bruno Dreyer whose magnificent
image of a tropicbird unanimously wowed the jury called
upon to judge 37 photos evoking
the “wild fauna of SaintBarthélemy.»
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HURRICANE EXHIBIT AT ESPACE MÉTÉO
space Météo Caraïbes,
located at Fort Gustave
above Gustavia (near the
lighthouse), will be open to the
public for an exhibit that focuses
on the various aspects of tropical
hurricanes. A series of 20 panels
with satellite images explains
how such powerful weather systems form and evolve, how they
are composed, and how the
winds turn. One of the highlights
is the history of hurricanes in the
region, with a map that retraces
their trajectories. From 1956 to
2006, the Northern Islands,
including Saint Barth, were hit
by 31 hurricanes, which is fewer
than Guadeloupe, which saw 87.

E

“But the Northern Islands were
hit by the largest storms,”
explains Yannick Gréaux, director of Météo Caraïbes. The most
recent to touch the island was
hurricane Earl, just 53 miles to
the north of Saint Barthélemy, in

August 2010.
Espace Météo is open
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Friday
from 8am to 11:30am.
For additional information:
06 90 65 16 89.
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GASTRONOMY

Gustavia

Bagatelle
Bar de l’Oubli
Bête à Z’Ailes (BAZ Bar)
Black Ginger
Bonito
Café Victoire
Côté Port
Do Brazil
Eddy’s Restaurant
Gustav’
L’Entracte
L’Isola Ristorante
L’Isoletta
La Crêperie
La Cantina
Le Carré
Le Repaire
Le Vietnam
Me Gusta
Ocean
Pipiri Palace
The Strand
Thi Widi
Wall House

05.90.27.51.51
05.90.27.70.06
05 90 29 74 09
05.90.29.21.03
05.90.27.96.96
05.90.29.02.39
05.90.87.79.54
05.90.29 06 66
05.90.27 54 17
05.90.27.73.00
05.90.27.70.11
05.90.51.00.05
05.90.52.02.02
05 90 27 84 07
05.90.27.55.66
05.90.52.46.11
05.90.27 72 48
05 90 27 81 37
05.90.29 52 24
05.90.52.45.31
05.90.27 53 20
05.90.27.63.77
05 90 27 90 60
05.90.27 71 83

Lurin

Santa Fé

05.90.27.61.04

Public

05.90.27.75.73

Flamands

05.90.27 65 01
05.90.27.54.42
05.90.27 61 81

Maya’s

Casa Flamands (Taïwana)
Chez Rolande
La Case de l’Ile (Isle de France)
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La Langouste
Spice of St Barth

05.90.27.63.61
06.90.54.41.42

Pointe Milou

Mango Bar restaurant (Lunch)
05.90.27.63.63
Taïno Restaurant (Diner & Lounge) 05.90.27.63.63
Ti St-Barth
05.90.27 97 71

Toiny

05.90.29.77.47

Saline

05.90.52.46.10
05.90.52 46 05
05 90 51 15 98

Lorient

05 90 27 79 39
05 90 27 52 52
05 90 27 68 59
05 90 52 96 17

Anse des Cayes

05.90.29 86 81
05.90.27.66.55

Chez Joe (Airport)
Eden Rock
Hideaway
Kiki e Mo
Le Glacier
Le Jardin
Le Piment
La Plage
Maya to Go
Me Gusta
Nikki Beach

Saint Jean

05.90.27.71.40
05.90.29 79 99
05.90.27.63.62
05.90.27.90.65
05 90 27 71 30
05 90 27 73 62
05.90.27.53.88
05.90.52.81.33
05.90.29.83.70
06.90.30.81.81
05.90.27.64.64

Grand Cul de Sac

05.90.27 66 60
05.90.27.66.60
05.90.29.83.00
05.90.29.33.27
05.90.29.85.71

Colombier

05.90.27.93.48

Corossol

05.90.27 85 26

Le Gaïac (Hôtel Le Toiny)
Esprit
Grain de Sel
Meat & Potatoes
Le Bouchon
Le Wok
Le Portugal à St Barth
Koya Sushi
Chez Yvon
Rackham le Rouge (Le Manapany)

Bartoloméo (Hôtel Guanahani)
Indigo (Hôtel Guanahani)
Le Sereno
O’Corail
La Gloriette
Les Bananiers
Le Régal
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HOLY WEEK
SCHEDULE
AT THE ANGLICAN
CHURCH
PALM SUNDAY:
April 13 at 9am: A service
to mark Christ's arrival
into Jerusalem
SPIRITUAL
REFLECTION:
Monday, April 14 & 16
Wednesday, April 15 at
6.30pm: A time for meditation during Holy Week
TAIZE SERVICE:
Tuesday, April 16 at 7pm:
A candlelit setting for
peaceful prayer and
meditation

Live Music
◗ Through April 12
- Ray Frazier Trio from 9pm
to midnight, Baz Bar
◗ April 14-26
- Milton from 9pm to midnight, Baz Bar
◗ Every Friday
Ladies Night @ Bagatelle
◗ Thursday, April 10
- Lady’s First @ The First
- Diner Cabaret with
show girls at Ti St Barth
- Pierre Nesta in live
@ Taïno Restaurant,
Christopher Hotel
◗ Friday, April 11
- I Love Friday, Music
Dinner & Party with DJ
Yo-One, Pole Dance Show,
Fire Show & Wild Side
Fashion Shows @ La Plage
- DJ Maxx-C at Bonito
- Meltin’pop trio with special
guest «Jamie Sherman»
Do Brazil, Gustavia
- Madness Week End
@ Ti St Barth, Pointe Milou
- Soul Division Live
@ The First
◗ Saturday April 12
- Bikini Brunch, from 12pm
until 5.30pm, Music by DJ
Vincent Daubas @La Plage
-2nd Anniversary of the
Wine Tasting with the Wine
Tasters of St Barth Cham-

TIME OUT
Where to go dancing? See an art exhibit? Listen to live music?
Time Out keeps you up to date on local happenings. Let’s party !
pagne Tasting & Wine
Pairing Dinner, La Plage
- Lunch with Live Music
with Robb, from noon at
Mango, Christopher Hotel
- DJ Yo One at Bonito,
- Live Music with Soley &
Co from 8pm at Taiwana
- Madness Week End
@Ti St Barth, Pointe Milou
- Soul Division Live
@ The First, Gustavia
◗ Sunday, April 13
- Live music with Pierre
Nesta & Papaguyo from 5 at
Zen Bar, Do Brazil, Gustavia
- Live music for the Brunch
with Robb from 11am
@ Toiny Hotel.
- Sunday C’est Chic ! Beach
Lunch, Music by DJ Yo One
@ La Plage Restaurant
- Amazing Sunday «Maroc
Party» from 1pm @ Nikki
Beach, St Jean
- Live Music with Soley &
Co from 8pm at Bonito
- Madness Week End
@ Ti St Barth, Pointe Milou
- Black Sunday @The First
◗ Monday April 14
- Live Music “Jazz &
Goldies” from 7:30pm
@ Sereno
◗ Tuesday April 15
- Diner Cabaret with
show girls at Ti St Barth
- Live Music with Pierre
Nesta from 5 to 7 pm
@ Do Brazil, Zen bar
◗ Wednesday, April 16
- Diner Cabaret with
show girls at Ti St Barth
- Live Music with Soley &
Co from 8pm at Taiwana
- Sunset with Pierre Nesta
from 5 to 7 pm @ Zen bar
Do Brazil

◗ Tuesday April 15
Fashion Show around the
pool from 6:00pm, @ Hotel
Isle de France, Flamands

Exhibitions

◗ Through April 30
Splendor Solis: an exhibit
of work by Douglas White
organized by Art St Barth
at Eden Rock Gallery

- Exhibition 'Lithium Sunset'
nudes and landscapes by
Nicole Etienne @ Space SBH
- Wolfgang Ludes, JeanPhilippe Piter, Antoine Verglas at Clic Gallery, Gustavia
- Group show at Pipiri
Palace, Gustavia
- Olivia Lerolle & Johanna
Astrie at Do Brazil
Géry Langlais
◗ Art Galleries
at Les Artisans, Gustavia
- Modernisme art & Antiques, Camaruche Gallery
- «D’île en Elle» painting
- TomBeachArtStudio,
exhibition @ Marlas Villas
- Clic Gallery, Gustavia
Agency, Gustavia
- Pipiri Palace, Gustavia
- Dave Stevenson, Alain le
- Les Artisans, Gustavia
Chatelier, Ed Gudenas,
J-Yves Lefort @ Les Artisans - SpaceSBH Gallery
◗ Through mid-April
Exhibit of Photography &
Paintings on the theme of the
sea, (Christian Voigt,
Julio Larraz, Mario Arlati
Jacques Zolty), at Saint
Barth Hotel Isle de France
◗ April 4 - 30

Michel and his staff are happy to welcome you
to their pool-side restaurant for lunch & dinner.
Holiday special, in addition to our regular menu.
Lobsters Fresh From The Tank
100 g for 7,00 euros

Fashion Show
◗ Daily Fashion Shows
- Fashion Show: every lunch
& dinner, La Plage

Hôtel Baie des Anges • Flamands • 0590 27 63 61
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■ Classified ads
Real Estate

Villa for Sale - Two bedrooms
with swimming pool completely renovated with a very nice
sea view: Price 1,790,000 Euro.
St Barth Villa
Tel 05 90 87 30 80 email:
contact@stbarth-villa.com
For sale: fully renovated apartment in St Jean.
Price 420,000 Euros
St Barth Villa
Tel 05 90 87 30 80 email:
contact@stbarth-villa.com

For sale apartment of over 100
m² consisting of two rooms, situated on the harbor of Gustavia, facing the most beautiful
yachts!
Price 1,890,000 Euro.
St Barth Villa
Tel 05 90 87 30 80 email:

contact@stbarth-villa.com

Villa for Sale in St Jean, Three
bedrooms, renovated with a
very nice sea view:
Price 1,850,000 Euros
St Barth Villa
Tel 05 90 87 30 80 email:
contact@stbarth-villa.com

Faboulous 2 Bedrooms Apartment in Gustavia! New, contemporary design. Walk to
Shell Beach, shops & restaurants. Beautiful Harbor Views!
E 2,500,000.
For more info on this properties: contact WimcoSbh Real
estate
+ 590-590-51-07-51
or realestate@wimco.com

Pointe Milou - 2 Bdr. Villa. All
day sun & dramatic views with
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■ Classified ads

spectacular sunsets! Java teak
detailing, open floor plan, infinity pool. E 3,180,000.
For more info WimcoSbh Real
estate 0590 51 07 51 or
realestate@wimco.com

Extraordinary Parcel of Land 9.65 acres of green zone land in
Gouverneur with blue zone permit to build a home with exception views! Stop by the WimcoSbh Real Estate office,
+ 590-590-51-07-51
or realestate@wimco.com

For sale, this luxurious two
bedroom apartment situated in
a complex set above Gustavia
with amazing views over the
harbor and beyond to St Martin
and the sunset. The complex
offers a community pool and is
within walking distance to

restaurants, boutiques and Shell
Beach. Offered at € 1,990,000.
St. Barth Properties
Sotheby’s International
Realty: 0590 29 75 05

For sale, property situated on
the hillside in Vitet is set in a
lush tropical garden. It features
three bedrooms, three baths
with pool and gazebo. Two
additional bedrooms and one
bath are located on the lower
level and have a private
entrance. It has excellent potential for annual rental. Offered at
€ 1,810,000.
St. Barth Properties
Sotheby’s International
Realty: 0590 29 75 05
For sale, this three bedroom,
three bathroom villa in Petite
Saline is perched on one of the
highest points in St Barth.

Amazing views in multiple
directions (including the sunset) and 100% privacy. An
excellent rental history. Offered
at $ 3,550,000.
St. Barth Properties
Sotheby’s International
Realty: 0590 29 75 05

Looking for

Property manager (Female)
with over 12 years of experience, speaking French, English
and Spanish is looking for
property management. Serious
references available upon
request. 0690 26 34 68 or Sevyone@hotmail.com

URGENT- We are looking for
land for sale for serious clients
Avalon Real Estate phone number 05 90 873 080 email contact@stbarth-villa.com
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